
Never underestimate freedom.
The Suburbanite™ Snowplow

It’s easy to use, simple to attach, and fits on many SUVs 
and compact trucks. So grab some coffee and catch up 

on the news. Self-reliance has never been so easy.
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Learn more about this personal-use  
snowplow at www.westernplows.com

A personal-use plow from the leader in professional plows.

Features

Loaded with everything but weight.
Because we’ve been making plows for professional  
use for more than 50 years, we know how important  
it is to match the weight of the plow to the carrying 
capacity of the vehicle. You can be assured that your  
Suburbanite™ plow complies with Federal Standards  
and vehicle manufacturers’ weight ratings.

• Durable polyethylene moldboard is maintenance-free. 
 Its slick surface helps roll the snow.

• Specially designed elastomer trip springs on the back 
 of the blade allow it to trip forward when an obstacle 
 is encountered—saving wear on your plow and vehicle.

• Exclusive Scrape Lock feature hydraulically locks the 
 blade down for more effective scraping action.

• In addition to the hand-held control, a compact, 
 dash-mounted “joystick” control is also available.

Convenience

Boots and a jacket just became optional.
A warm cab.  A cup of coffee. Maybe a little music. 
Now that’s how you clear snow! The hand-held 
control lets you raise, lower and angle the plow blade 
from your vehicle, so you can quickly do the job in 
comfort—no need to bundle up and slop through 
snow, pushing a shovel or snowblower.

Simplicity

On and off in a snap.
The entire attaching process can be done by one  
person without tools. Simply drive into the  
attachment arms on the plow, connect two spring-
loaded pins, remove two jack stands and connect the 
electrical plugs. Detaching is just as easy, so you can 
leave the plow off you vehicle and out of the way 
when not in use.

Specifications

Blade
Width

Blade
Height

Total Weight 
(approx)

The Suburbanite™ fits most late model  
compact trucks and SUVs

6'8"

7'4"

21"

21"

250 lbs.

270 lbs.


